Strategic Plan
2020-2022
No Strings Attached
Theatre of Disability
Creating world-class theatre
to change the world

No Strings Strategic Plan Summary
2020-2022
Our Vision
The theatre redefining disability

Our Purpose
Create world class theatre that gives voice to people living
with disability, breaking down barriers to evolve the art form,
and entertain, educate, and change the world.

Our Strategic Building Blocks
Creating Theatre
Develop and present
outstanding theatre
that provokes, informs
and entertains.

NDIS Services
Provide a vibrant
program that builds life
skills, independence
and employment
pathways.

Partnership
Build our capacity and
effectiveness by
collaborating with
others.

Advocacy
and Education
Promote a robust and
just society with
access & equity for all.

Growth
Ensure that we
continue to evolve
and achieve sustained
success in our
organisation.

Our Values
Artistic
Commitment:
Experimentation
Excellence
Innovation

Civic
Commitment:
Justice
Human rights
Inclusion

Business
commitment:
Efficiency
Transparency
Financial stability
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Executive Summary

No Strings is poised to embark on the next exciting stage in its development. Over recent years we
have established an impressive body of work that has established a platform that has enlivened the
company and laid the ground for the next three years, and beyond.
Our past three years has included the development and production of major theatre works that have
received widespread acclaim. We have established an international reputation as a theatre company
that leads the way in arts practice for people living with disability and we have exploited that
reputation by building new partnerships in Singapore, South Korea, India, and Japan. Significant
work has been done to register as a service provider in the National Disability Insurance Scheme and
the services we provide here are already oversubscribed. We have also taken key steps to strengthen
our operational capacity. The next chapter in this story will take us into the next decade in which we
will build on this platform.
Over the next three years our efforts will be focussed on five key areas:
1. Theatre Making - We will continue to mount new and innovative theatre productions. This work will
see us develop two new productions for both national and international audiences. We will also
distribute our currently acclaimed works for new audiences.
2. NDIS Services - We will expand our successful NDIS theatre skills development workshop
program to cater for the unmet need of the participants in our current program, which is
oversubscribed. This will extend our services to a range of people who have an increased
understanding that creative activity can provide enormous personal, social, and community benefit.
3. Partnerships - We understand the value of partnership. As a small company we cannot be
successful without the support of key partners. We will further expand our philanthropic and
sponsorship support base and we will continue to draw on a vibrant group of talented in-kind
supporters.
4. Education and Advocacy - We will continue to actively promote our work as a critical tool in
breaking down barriers that exist for people with disability. We will seek better understanding and new
opportunity for disabled theatre makers. We see a need to redefine disability and exceptional theatre
making is our way of doing this important work.
5. Organisational growth - We have identified the need to build greater organisational strength and
capacity to carry on and grow our work. This means we will strengthen our board and our
governance. We will also provide increased resources so that our staff, both administrative and
artistic, can continue their exceptional work.
As an organisation we are extremely excited about our future. We are committed to delivering all
elements of our Strategic Plan, and we invite all our supporters and participants to enjoy being part of
this journey.

John Oster
Board Chair

Kari Seeley
Acting Chief Executive Officer
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The No Strings Vision and Purpose - “The theatre redefining disability”

No Strings is a world-class theatre company that proudly works exclusively with performers living with
disability.
Our people are the stars, not just support acts, which makes us one-of-a-kind in Australia.
We produce award-winning productions with local, national and international tours that deeply move
audiences to the point where disability disappears.
No Strings is leading the way to extend the art form, providing opportunity and access to any role, at
any level.
We are the not-for-profit that is breaking the “fifth wall” – tackling the barriers associated with
disability. We entertain while we empower and we celebrate ability while being committed to
excellence and innovation.
Our theatre skills workshops are where experimentation meets talent. We uniquely co-design our
programs with participants so all aspects are tailored to their individual interests. This allows for the
greatest form of engagement and expression.
We present professional mentoring in a supportive environment, working in partnership with our
artists to help them learn, grow, explore and reach their potential.
Drama skills are life skills. As people find their voice and develop their craft, they grow in leadership
and independence, which creates exciting new employment pathways.
By letting ability shine through, we’re challenging expectations and educating societies to achieve true
inclusion. Our theatre showcases the power of diversity and acceptance, where disability doesn’t
define.
No Strings is about breaking down barriers, raising our voices, and showing the world what people
with disability are capable of achieving.
No Strings – The theatre redefining disability.
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Our Values and Commitments
Our Purpose and Vision are underpinned by No Strings’ values and commitment:

Our Values and Commitments
Artistic
commitment:
Experimentation

Our Behaviours
•
•
•
•

Energetic pursuit of innovation
Always seeking best practice solutions
Continually challenging the status quo
Continually searching for a better way

•
•
•
•

Recognising our history
Accepting and celebrating difference
Fostering an inclusive environment
Appreciating our colleagues’ roles and our working
environments

Excellence
Innovation in the Arts

Civic commitment:
Justice
Human Rights
Inclusion

Business
commitment:
Efficiency
Transparency
Financial Stability

• Managing resources to assure No Strings can meet
growing infrastructure and operational costs and
artistic program
• Demonstrating commitment to others
• Offering faith and trust in each other to achieve the
best outcome
• Sharing credit and responsibility
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Artistic Rationale
Almost 1 in 5 Australians live with a disability.
Yet the lived experience of disability appears very rarely in contemporary theatre and film.
When it does however, roles for characters who have a disability are often cast with actors who do not
have a disability.
Aligned with the Arts & Culture Plan for South Australia 2019-2024 recently released, the work of
No Strings values and invests in the stated Values of visionary leadership, strategic collaboration,
embracing diversity, and courageous experimentation.
No Strings has an innovative, inclusive and ambitious program. We create world-class theatre that
reflects the lived experience of disability, ensuring access to diversity of stories, demographics,
cultures, experiences, practices & performances, through exchanges & partnerships (Goal 1).
We generate jobs, training, performance and exciting artistic opportunities for our performers, to our
mentors, teaching artists, placement students and creative artists, all of whom bring their amazing
skills and expertise to the Company.
Our program has a focus on ability. We have created a cohesive methodology for training the
teaching artists that collaborate with the Company. We collaborate across art forms and industries, to
create space for conversations, ideas generation, for testing & exploring. We foster cultural ambition
through connections that help reshape the identity of (disabled) artists & their role in the broader
ecology. We support (disabled) artists to flourish, grow, & reach their full potential (Goal 2).
Everything at No Strings starts in a workshop where theatre experimentation & (dis)ability meet.
Some participants seek more frequent and intense engagement. When it becomes clear (to them and
to us) that a participant has more serious interests in the Performing Arts, No Strings creates
specialised projects and workshops to respond to participant interest. Through regular and
comprehensive consultation with participants, we identify and plan for future needs of the community
(of disabled artists) and seek out and nurture opportunities for meaningful engagement and the
cultivation of fresh ideas. We also advocate on behalf of people living with disability in terms of
changing expectations in relation of access, to services and to cultural participation (Goal 5).
Outcomes of our proven artistic rationale include:
• Creating world class theatre that spotlights signature strengths and specialist areas to reach new
local, national and international recognition and prominence (Goal 4).
• Building our reputation as an outstanding provider of accredited NDIS services in line with the
National Standards for Disability Services
• Building and nurturing long lasting partnerships with other organisations, academic institutions,
and local, national and international government bodies, identifying existing opportunities for
collaboration by integrating (disability) arts and culture into education (Goal 6).
• Advocating for an inclusive society
• Building infrastructure and improving financial security
No Strings brings diversity to Australian theatre by putting the humanity of disability centre stage and
by providing professional work for theatre artists living with disability. The more often professionally
trained artists with a disability are working, the more often disability culture is authentically reflected
on stage.
The unique perspectives of No Strings artists add new vocabularies to the physical and contextual
languages of contemporary performance in Australia. Those vocabularies are not limited to
workshops and major productions. A typical year also includes community events, projects in creative
development, touring, conferences and forums.
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Outcomes
We have an innovative, inclusive and ambitious program, creating world-class theatre that reflects the
lived experience of disability. We generate jobs, training, performance and exciting artistic
opportunities for our performers, our mentors, teaching artists, placement students and creative
artists, all of whom bring their amazing skills and expertise to the Company.
For this artistic rationale to be successful we concentrate our efforts into 5 Key Outcome Areas:
Creating theatre: No Strings has a proven track record of creating award-winning theatre that
authentically reflects the lived experience of disability. The Sons and Mothers premiere season won
several awards at the 2012 Adelaide Fringe (including Best Theatre), and was followed by a national
tour, which itself won a 2014 Ruby Award (Community Impact under $100k) and a 2015 nomination
for a Helpmann Award (Best Regional Tour). More recently, I Forgot to Remember to Forget,
premiered in Singapore (March 2018) and then in Adelaide (July 2019). For further examples of our
growing body of highly acclaimed work see Appendix 3 Awards and Reviews. When No Strings
participants perform on the public stage, they are paid as the professionals they have become.
NDIS Services: No Strings will build on its reputation as an outstanding provider of accredited NDIS
services in line with the National Standards for Disability Services. Our aim is to ensure that people
with disability receive good quality services aligned to their interests, enabling choice and control in
order to shape their own best life through reasonable and necessary services and opportunities. Our
theatre skills development workshop program is critical in this delivery. It generates focussed training,
jobs, performance outcomes and exciting artistic opportunities for our performers. Our current
workshop program is oversubscribed, indicating that the program is relevant to our target audience
and achieving its aims. There is clearly a genuine growth opportunity for the future.
Partnerships: No Strings’ strengths include knowing the value of partnerships. We will expand our
philanthropic and sponsorship support base and continue to draw on a vibrant group of talented inkind supporters. We will also continue to grow and leverage local, national, and international
partnerships to develop new community engagement, collaboration, and performance opportunities
Education and Advocacy: No Strings advocates for an inclusive society. We invest in the
development of our Community through education using theatre as our most influential tool. This can
only happen when our performers are empowered and enabled to articulate their artistic vision, and
given skills and tools for professional development to be valued as artistic members of the theatre
landscape of Australia. We also advocate for access and opportunity for engaging with the Performing
Arts, both as audiences and as performers.
Growth and Development: No Strings’ strengths include financial certainty based on Arts South
Australia’s triennial funding as well as our proven income generation capacity, together with our
sound financial strategy and management. Norwood Payneham and St Peters Council provides a
subsidised premises and access to rehearsal and workshop spaces. Adelaide Festival Centre
recognises our outstanding and growing body of work and continues to offer co-production
opportunities for our performers to step onto one of the most prestigious stages in Adelaide.
Entrepreneurial vision and leadership will continue to drive partnership and opportunity developing in
unexpected places with substantial financial and in-kind support.
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Goals and Related Success Factors
Goal One: Creating Outstanding Theatre
Develop and present outstanding theatre that provokes, informs and entertains
1. Increase No Strings’ capacity to produce quality theatre experiences for artists and
audiences
2. Enrich the development programs for our artists
3. Grow audience attendance
4. Lift profile of No Strings in the arts sector

Goal Two: Deliver relevant and effective NDIS services
Provide a vibrant program that builds life skills, independence and employment pathways
1. Enact a targeted NDIS marketing strategy
2. Grow the scope of workshop program and participation
3. Grow number of teaching artists skilled to work with No Strings members
4. Provide “in theatre” experience for participants

Goal Three: Partnerships
Build our capacity and our effectiveness by working collaboratively with others
1. Collaborate with theatre makers, locally, nationally and internationally
2. Build partnerships with funders, sponsors, and donors, for innovation and growth
3. Put an emphasis on strategic marketing across media

Goal Four: Education and Advocacy
Promote a robust and just society to improve inclusion, equity and diversity in the community.
1. Build participant skills and opportunities to thrive in mainstream arts, both on stage and off
2. Target educational institutions to increase understanding about disability
3. Ensure that No Strings models outstanding behaviour involving inclusion, equity and
diversity
4. Advocate for improvements in policy development to assist people living with disability

Goal Five: Growth and Development
Evolve and achieve sustained success in all facets of our organisation, including core, emerging
and exploratory components.
1. Manage income and resources to ensure No Strings can meet growing infrastructure,
operational and artistic program costs
2. Increase the diversity and the governance capacity of the Board
3. Review & revitalize the operational structure of the Organisation.
4. Increase staffing and other operational resources
See Appendix 2 for a list of KPIs for 2020
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Strategic/Context Analysis
General Context
In 2019 we celebrate our 25th anniversary. Over a quarter of a century, No Strings has evolved as one
of the key leaders in the artistic disability sector. We have a burgeoning international reputation as a
company leading the way in developing arts experiences for disabled people in a world that is
increasingly interested in providing more services that lead to a more equitable society in terms of
access, diversity and opportunity. (Goals: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6.)
For 25 years, No Strings has been committed to theatrical experimentation that challenges and
advances the artistic landscape by the creation of new theatre works. All our performances, outcomes
and activities focus on our community and are centred in the lived experience of disability. We
collaborate to advocate, educate and empower the disability community locally, nationally, and
internationally. No Strings also develops leadership, independence and the growth of theatre artists
with a lived experience of disability.
(Goals: 1, 2, 5, 6.)
The Company notes that while it is possible to see more diversity and inclusion occurring in our
community, this is largely not extended to people living with disability, and much remains to be done.
No Strings brings a focus on ability, supporting artists living with disability to explore ideas and genre,
tell their own stories and use theatre arts in the expression of emotion and engagement with others.
(Goals: 1, 2, 5.)
The Company is at a crossroad. It recognises the essential strength of a robust theatre skills
development workshop program as well as a now proven track record and capability to develop major
projects which then become world class theatre productions. Both business “streams” use a unique,
collaborative development process.
The artistic leadership of No Strings is characterised by a fine balance of:
• A broad knowledge and deep understanding of contemporary theatre in Australia and abroad
• Artistic empathy that fosters the development of other artists, including every No Strings
participant
• Inspired, imaginative and creative ideas
• A unique co-creation methodology based on participant consultation and collaboration, resulting in
giving voice to the unique shared experiences of performers living with disability

Internal Situation
No Strings is governed by a small and committed (volunteer) Board which is elected by No Strings
members. We are currently assessing the skills of the Board with a view to strengthening the
governance of our organisation as we embark on capitalising on the growth opportunities that have
been identified. We recognise that sustainable growth will present a range of challenges and we will
strengthen our Board accordingly.
We currently have a part-time CEO and three part-time managerial roles. The expertise and
commitment of our dedicated team has underpinned our recent achievements. We also recognise that
it will be important to find additional resources to increase our managerial capacity if our growth is to
be sustainable.
Our team is led by an exceptional CEO (Acting) who brings a unique set of professional skills and
experience, ranging from working in a legal practice to broadcast media, in the not-for-profit sector to
a statutory authority, private consultancy, and more. By leveraging extensive personal and
professional networks both locally, nationally and internationally, No Strings has been able to develop
and capitalise on some truly unique opportunities in the last three years. The CEO is supported by a
small (and growing) team of committed, proficient, and efficient part-time staff and volunteers.
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The newly created role of Workshop Coordinator provides exceptional support for our participants,
their families and support networks, while maintaining excellent communication and support for our
Teaching Artists who engage with participants in the workshop program.
Our artistic team is led by an exceptional Creative Producer who is the artistic leader and resident
director, supported by a team of capable teaching artists and practitioners who work together to
deliver our theatre skills development workshop program. From time to time, guest Directors are
brought in to lead different projects within the creative vision, depending on funding and outcome
requirements.
We have a committed band of supporters. Our drama workshop program is oversubscribed and the
participants in the program are supported generously by their families and carers. It is not unusual for
our AGM to be attended by more than 60 people who come to enthusiastically celebrate the
achievements of their company.
The Members Reference Group is a vehicle for sharing information between the Board and No
Strings members. It is a constituted subcommittee of the Board and is subject to No Strings Policies
and Procedures.
No Strings’ strengths include financial certainty based on Arts South Australia’s triennial funding as
well as our proven income generation capacity, together with our sound financial strategy and
management. Norwood Payneham and St Peters Council provides a significant subsidy to our lease
of office space and to our hire of council-owned rehearsal and workshop spaces.
It is time for No Strings to see its future growth in two streams – workshops and projects. They are
interdependent, equally important and they need different resources, strategies and management. No
Strings will continue growing its workshop program and will review its resources to better provide for
the development of projects through to production. This is a natural progression for the organisation at
this time (Goal: 5).
For any artistic endeavour to be successfully and sustainably led by its own community, members of
that community must be provided with opportunities to be nourished as artists, to develop their craft,
for their voice to be heard, and their decisions to be valued (Goal: 2).
No Strings creates pathways for artists in our community to collaborate and fulfil their potential as
leaders in the industry, and to grow their artistic ambition to take their work internationally (Goals: 2,
4, 5, 6).

External Situation
No Strings has a unique place in SA spanning 25 years. The Arts & Culture Plan for South
Australia 2019 - 2024 has just been released and No Strings is able to add a strong voice to it on
behalf of artists living with a disability and the Disability Arts sector more broadly. The need to
increase awareness of people living with disability is essential in a community where stigma still exists
or where, at best, people with disability are invisible.
There has been an increase in demand for our services. To meet this growing interest we will need to
extend our footprint across metropolitan Adelaide, by establishing more theatre skills workshops to
include Gawler, Noarlunga, and Mt Barker. If we do not address this demand we will fall short of our
Mission.
No Strings proudly presents work developed with artists, drawing on their lived experience of
disability, but which showcases their ability. Theatre reflects society in a unique way. Theatre can be
a tool that challenges society to think differently about daily life and No Strings shines a spotlight on
the lived experience of disability. At the same time No Strings challenges (in)visible societal norms,
constraints and barriers imposed upon people living with disability.
The lived experience of disability appears in perhaps 1% of contemporary theatre and film although
20% of Australians live with a disability and 40% of Australians are affected by disability.
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No Strings brings diversity to Australian theatre by putting the humanity of disability centre stage and
by providing professional work for theatre artists with a lived experience of disability. The more often
professionally trained artists with a disability are working, the more often disability culture is
authentically reflected on stage, strongly influencing the development of a truly inclusive society.
(Goals: 1, 2, 6)
Presented by No Strings in association with Adelaide Festival Centre, I Forgot to Remember to
Forget premiered in Adelaide in July 2019 after a sell-out season at the True Colours Festival in
Singapore in 2018. A sold-out season in Seoul, Korea, was presented in December 2019. With
touching insight, I Forgot to Remember to Forget explores resilience, how we deal with and accept
change, how sometimes we have to re-learn everything and how sometimes we forget it all. It is a
reminder of our responsibility as friends, family and a society to remember the value and place of the
individual in community, even when they themselves might not remember any more.
The collaboration with Very Special Theatrics, undertaken in Singapore in February and March 2018,
resulting in a Creative Development showing of My Home is Not a Shell, has piqued interest from
South Korea, Japan and India - to be explored over the next two years. This positions No Strings in a
unique place in the Performing Arts both here in South Australia, but also more broadly in the Asia
Pacific Region, with international partners who are currently working at very early stages in the
development of both policy and practice in Disability Arts. This highlights the growing unmet need in
this creative space, and No Strings is excited about the potential this offers, both in terms of
developing new creative and employment opportunities for our own performers, but also for
collaborations across the Region that build on our proven foundation of ability-based, collaborative codesign which champions disability-led development. (Goals: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6)
Artistic excellence and high quality management staff, along with an effective, strategic Board ensure
sound leadership and governance. No Strings has a 25 year reputation and high visibility. The core
artist group has been with the company for 10+ years and the passion for theatre they have (as have
the teaching artists and support staff) is reflected in attendance at workshops, rehearsals and
performances and joining with staff to promote the reputation of the organisation through events.

Artistic and Cultural Vibrancy
No Strings is an organisation that:
• facilitates the development of stimulating, innovative theatre that provokes, informs and
entertains;
• creates opportunities and pathways for artists to be and do their best;
• engages audiences and the wider community in their stories and their theatre making (Goals: 1,
2, 5).
No Strings connects with a wide range of communities through its activities and in partnering with
others. We do this with passion and commitment, utilising talent and building skills and never
forgetting that the lived experience of disability is a legitimate and important component of a vibrant
community (Goals: 1, 2).
The Artistic vision is powered by No Strings’ mission to create original theatre through the unique
perspectives of artists’ and performers’ lived experience of disability. We produce locally, tour
nationally and internationally and discover new talent in weekly workshops tailored to the individual
needs of participants. We develop members' skills in all areas of theatre production and produce work
which raises awareness for and about people with disabilities.
We measure artistic vibrancy by:
• The engagement of performers and audience members at workshops, performances, events,
planning and consultation forums
• The creation of new theatre forms, developed through a long and trusting relationship between
teaching artists and performers
• The development of participants’ skills as their individual stories become collective ideas that
generate new performances
We measure the artistic success of productions and creative developments by:
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•
•
•
•
•

Artist debriefs and analyses at every phase of development and production
Participant satisfaction and development
Audience focus and response
Published reviews and private letters
Video documentation for review by all

We measure the success of workshops by:
• Participant satisfaction, development and progress in meeting personal goals
• Debriefs with teaching artists and support staff
• Quality final performance work
Each audience is brought into a world of movement, language, music and colour that weaves through
story. It is always moving, frequently funny, exhilarating and inspiring. Performances push
boundaries, challenge expectations, confront and embrace. Audiences are moved.
No Strings continues to receive external assessment of its artistic vibrancy.
(see Appendix 3 Awards and Reviews).
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Organisational Support Planning
Key Business Risks
1. Limited recognition for the work of the company
2. Performances and productions take significant time and resources to develop
3. Less predictable income streams with the shift from block funding to NDIS individual plans
4. Under-developed succession planning
To address these and other identified risks, No Strings has developed a comprehensive Risk
Management Plan including detailed risk mitigation and management strategies across No Strings’ 5
Strategic Building Blocks, namely:
• Artistic programming
• Business management and development
• Financial stability
• Recognition
• Awareness
(see Appendix 1 Risk Management Plan for details).
Management
A Board of Management oversees No Strings’ governance, providing leadership and overall strategic
direction. Board members ensure that legal and financial management are sound and activities are
carried out within the terms of No Strings’ Constitution. The Board meets monthly (February to
November) and is governed by the policies and procedures that set standards of behaviour in Board
recruitment, responsibilities and conflict of interest. Sub-committees are formed as required to assure
focused action.
No Strings’ Board is made up of financial members of No Strings’ association, elected by the members
at the AGM, for a term of two years. Board members bring a range of skills, cultural diversity and
experience in business, the finance industry and community sectors; appropriate members lead
discussions informed by their skills and knowledge. Where specific skills are absent, the constitution
gives Board members the power to 'co-opt' additional members. We are committed to maintaining at
least one member on the Board with knowledge/experience of disability issues. The CEO is a nonvoting member of the Board.
No Strings ensures a regular turnover of Board members to refresh enthusiasm and include new skills.
No Strings’ plain language Constitution ensures Board members take a break after a maximum of
three consecutive 2-year terms. As positions are about to become vacant, the Board reviews skills
gaps and pursues new members with the required expertise from our community, from websites such
as Women on Boards as well as through networking across the Arts and Business sectors.
The Board receives management reports against the Strategic Plan quarterly and has a facilitated
planning process biannually to refresh, renew and reshape the strategic directions of the Company.
Organisational Chart

Members
Reference Group

Board of Management

Chief Executive Officer

Creative
Producer

Teaching
Artists

Artistic
Associate/
s

Administration
Manager

Workshop
Coordinator

Production
Teams

Project
Teams

Office
Volunteers

Administrative
Team/s
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Appendix 1 - Risk Management Plan

LIKELIHOOD

Risk Analysis Framework
5. Almost certain

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

4. Likely

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

3. Moderate

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

2. Unlikely

LOW

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

1. Rare

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

LOW

1.Insignificant

2.Minor

3.Moderate

4.Major

5.Catastrophic

IMPACT
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

Risk is acceptable - monitor and react accordingly
Risk mitigation or transference is applied, a risk contingency plan is developed
Risk is managed or mitigated through the development of a complete contingency or
transference plan
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Risk Identification
Internal

External

Financial management
• Viability / liquidity
• Fraud control
• Reducing / insufficient income streams
• Insurances not kept up to date

Funding
• Changes in funding agreement during life of
agreement
• Changes to funding priorities
• Shortfalls in funding programs
• Shift to NDIS individual plans from block funding
Regulatory environment
• Changes in regulatory framework
• Negative registration reports
• No internal systems to proactively manage all the
factors that drive the performance of the
organisation

Human Resources
• Succession planning - change of key staff
• Staff supervision and performance appraisal
• Staff turnover/ headhunted by competitor
• Excessive work load and poor staff morale / staff
burn-out
• Difficulties in recruiting suitable staff
Property management
• Council/contractors fail to perform maintenance
contract / Poor response time by contractors
• Venue hire costs
Legislation compliance
• Meeting requirements made by future legislation,
including
➢ Privacy Act➢ Relevant Incorporation legislation changes
➢ Anti-discrimination / Disability Discrimination Act
➢ OHS
• Meeting tax and GST requirements
Corporate governance
• Lack of appropriately skilled board members
• Volunteer / board member burn out
• Board turnover
• Board fails to appraise Artistic Director/General
Manager performance
• Conflict on the board
• Conflicts of interest not managed effectively
• Difficulty recruiting to the board
• Policies and procedures not reviewed
• Future Board members lacks a value based
framework
Participant/member management
• Tutors are not properly insured
• Changes to superannuation responsibilities to
contractors
• No skills development of tutors
• Police Background Checks not undertaken
• Members not able to access/attends workshops
• Harassment of members or tutors during workshops
Information technology
• Company data is not kept on centralised network
• Backup files are not stored off-site
• Company data is not stored off site

Reputation
• Public and community perception of the work of the
company and work is limited
• Negative comments from press or politicians
Competition
• Losing opportunities to grow
• Other providers emerge
• Unexpected rapid growth of company

Partnerships
• Risks from failed partnership arrangements
• Risk of conflict with partners

Natural disasters
• Flood, hail storms etc
• Lacks a business continuity plan
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Responsibility

Strategies

Risk Status

Control
Adequacy

Risk
Score

Risk
consequences

Risk
likelihood

The Risk –
what can
happen and
how

Reference

Risk Management

Internal

Financial management
NS/F/001

NS/F/002

Insurance
currency is not
maintained

2

Insurance cover is
not appropriate

2

4

6

Adequate

MEDUIM

1.
2.

4

6

Adequate

MEDUIM

1.

2.
NS/F/003

Membership
subscription fall
due and are not
repaid

3

3

6

Review
procedure

MEDUIM

1.
2.
3.

NS/F/004

NS/F/005
NS/F/006

NS/F/007

Misappropriation
of No Strings
funds
No Strings is sued

2

4

6

Review
procedure

MEDUIM

1.

1

4

5

Adequate

MEDUIM

2.
4.

Cash flow/liquidity
difficulties
resulting from shift
to NDIS funding
model

3

4

9

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.

Rent is increased
unexpectedly

2

2.
3.

4

6

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.
2.

NS/F/008

NS/F/009

Venue costs are
higher than
expected

3

Audiences for
performance less
than anticipated

3

3

6

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.
2.

4

7

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.

2.

NS/F/010

NS/F/011

Cost of
participation or
attendance at
workshops/perfor
mances are
unaffordable for
users
No Strings
contractors do not
perform work up to
standards
expected

2

4

6

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.

2.

2

3

5

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.
2.
3.
4.

Register of insurance held is
created and regularly updated.
Contact with Guardian Insurance
broker is maintained
Insurance broker is met with
annually to review current
insurance
Insurance broker is notified before
extraordinary business activity.
Register of Members is maintained
to include payment information
Participant's subs are included with
workshop fees in Term 1
Non-participant Members are
required to pay subscription before
voting in AGM
Payment register is created and
presented at board meeting
Annual audit of company
Ensure Public Liability and
Association insurance is current
Cash Flow forecasting is
undertaken
CEO and Treasurer maintain watch
on operating account balance
Ready org and individuals for
inclusion of No Strings in individual
plans
Regular contact with landlord (City
of NPSP)
Lease conditions are understood
by Board
A margin of 10% is applied to any
cost forecasting
Ensure reserves sufficient to cover
any loss
Promotion of work by appropriately
experienced publicist is factored
within budget.
Project budgets are not made
solely dependent on box office
income
Maintain watch over costs of other
similar activities by comparable
organisations.
Regularly survey participants and
audiences about sense of value for
money of activities.
Build repeat relations with reliable
contractors.
Feedback from references is
sought
A written quote or agreement is
made
Maximum of 50% of agreed fee is
paid prior to service delivery
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CEO
Board

CEO
Board

CEO
Board

CEO
Treasurer
CEO
Board
CEO
Board

CEO
Board

CEO

CEO
Publicist

CEO
Board

CEO

Responsibility

Strategies

Risk Status

Control
Adequacy

Risk
Score

Risk
consequences

Risk
likelihood

The Risk –
what can
happen and
how

Reference

Risk Management

Internal (cont.)
Property management
NS/PM/001

Hired spaces
discovered to be
in very poor
condition after
hand back

3

2

5

Adequate

MEDUIM

1.

2.
3.

NS/PM/002

Poor response
time to request
for building
repairs

3

3

6

Adequate

MEDUIM

1.
2.
3.

NS/PM/003

Security
services
continually
respond to false
alarms

4

2

6

Adequate

MEDUIM

1.
2.
3.

Have facility audit seen and agreed
to by both parties prior to
commencing hire
Review spaces prior to hand back
and get necessary work done
Report any damage to spaces to
owner as soon as possible after
damage occurs
Contact with property managers
are recorded
All requests for repairs are made in
writing
The board is kept informed of any
repair requests that are not
responded to within 3 months.
Building manager is informed of
false alarms
Interior is reviewed for potential
triggers
Alarm is tested for faults

CEO
PM

Regular staff supervision and
performance appraisal conducted
by board
2-week office closure over holiday
period enforces for all staff at no
loss of accrued leave
Flexible work arrangements are in
place and accessible by all staff
Departing staff have exit interview
with management and board
representative
Board to keep aware of potential
alternatives for positions.
Departing staff have exit interview
with management and board
representative
Board to keep aware of potential
alternatives for positions
Staff understand salary packaging
incentives offered
Awareness of available personnel
is maintained
Industry specific networks are used
for advertising vacancies
Vacancies are widely advertised
Staff can be employed without
formal recruitment process for
projects of less than 12 months
Participate in work experience and
other development programs to
support emerging arts
administrators.

Board

CEO
Board

CEO

Human Resources
NS/HR/001

Excessive work
load lead to staff
burn-out

4

4

8

Review

HIGH

1.

2.

3.
NS/HR/002

Change of key
staff

3

4

7

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.

2.
NS/HR/003

Staff turnover/
headhunted by
competitor

3

4

7

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.

2.
3.
NS/HR/004

Difficulties in
recruiting
suitable staff

4

4

8

Adequate

HIGH

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
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Board

Board

Board

CEO
CEO

Responsibility

Strategies

Risk Status

Control
Adequacy

Risk
Score

Risk
consequences

Risk
likelihood

The Risk –
what can
happen and
how

Reference

Risk Management

Internal (cont.)
Legislative Compliance
NS/LC/001

NS/LC/002

Excessive
workload placed
on staff in
meeting
requirements of
legislation,
including
• Privacy Act
• OCBA and
legislative
changes to
Inc
Associations
• Disability
Discriminatio
n Act (SA)
• WHS
Workload
required in
meeting tax and
GST
requirements

4

3

7

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.
2.

Legal expertise obtained for board
Board support staff in meeting
legislative requirements.

Board

4

3

7

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.

No Strings staff participate in
training to ensure knowledge of
requirements remains current.
CBB or other community business
organisation is brought in to
consult on changes
No Strings’ finance operations are
audited annually.

Treasurer

Board members identify gaps in
skills
Members are supported to develop
needed skills
Board seeks mentoring from a
more experienced/skilled board.
Regular board development
training his held.
Board sets a time table for review
of organisational policy
A policy is set for review by board
at monthly meetings.
Time table for annual staff
performance appraisals
established by board.
2. Board considers out-sourcing
staff appraisals.
1. No Strings grievance procedure
is followed
Chairperson is supported to
manage meetings so as to
prevent/avoid conflicts.
If conflicts interfere with operation
of board, both members are
suspended for a meeting.
Board members are made aware
of No Strings’ Conflicts of Interest
policy.

Board

2.

3.

Corporate Governance
NS/CG/001

Lack of
appropriately
skilled board
member

4

3

7

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.
2.
3.
4.

NS/CG/002

NS/CG/003

NS/CG004

Policies and
procedures not
reviewed

4

Board fails to
appraise Artistic
Director's
performance

4

Conflict on the
board

3

4

8

Adequate

HIGH

1.
2.

3

7

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.

2.
3

6

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.
2.

3.

NS/CG/005

NS/CG/006

NS/CG/007

Conflicts of
interest not
managed
effectively
Difficulty
recruiting to the
board
Director’s
insurance not
kept up to date

Board
CEO

Chair

Chair

3

3

6

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.

4

3

7

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.

Use various websites including
Women on Boards

Board

2

2

4

Adequate

LOW

1.

Insurance broker is met with
annually to review current
insurance.
Directors Insurance is paid along
with all other organisation
insurance annually.

Administra
tor

2.
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Chair

NS/CG/008

NS/CG/009

Future Board
members lack
an
understanding of
No Strings’
value and
philosophy

2

Board turnover

3

3

5

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.

2.

3

6

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.

2.

NS/CG/010

Volunteer /
board member
burn out

2

3

5

Adequate

MEDIUM

1.
2.

New Board Members participate in
board induction delivered by
chairperson before attending
meetings.
Disability Awareness Training is
regularly delivered to board
members to ensure they remain
aware of current theories of
disability.
Opportunities are provided for
board members to provide
feedback on board operation and
practice via annual Board
evaluation
Exit interviews with departing
board members are undertaken to
determine reasons for departure
Workload is tracked and reviewed
regularly.
Board Members are encouraged to
monitor own workloads.

Responsibility

Strategies

Risk Status

Control
Adequacy

Risk
Score

Risk
consequences

Risk
likelihood

The Risk –
what can
happen and
how

Reference

Risk Management

Chair
CEO

Board
External
Consultant

Chair

Participant/Member Management
NS/PMM/001

NS/PMM/002

NS/PMM/003

NS/PMM/004

NS/PMM/005

Training Artists
are not properly
insured

Changes to
superannuation
responsibilities
to contractors
No skills
development of
tutors
Police
Background
Checks not
undertaken for
all tutors and
employees
Members not
able to
access/attends
workshops

3

4

7

Review

MEDIUM

1.
2.

5

2

7

Review

HIGH

1.

4

3

7

Review

MEDIUM

1.

5

2

7

Review

HIGH

1.

3

4

7

Adequately
controlled

MEDIUM

1.

2.

3.

NS/PMM/006

Harassment of
members or
tutors during
workshops

2

4

6

Adequately
controlled

MEDIUM

1.

5

3

8

Review

HIGH

1.

5

4

9

Review

HIGH

2.
3.

5

4

9

Review

HIGH

4.

No Strings maintains appropriate
workshop insurance
Teaching Artists contracted by No
Strings to ensure their activity is
covered by appropriate
insurance/clearances.
No Strings contracts all tutors.

CEO

Completion of first aid and
disability awareness training
mandatory for all Teaching Artists.
Require a recent Nation Police
Check is presented by all
employees, Teaching Artists and
contractors prior to their
commencement at No Strings.

CP

All meetings, workshops and
performances will be presented in
universally accessible venues.
Participants asked to identify their
access requirements prior to
attending the event.
No Strings will make all reasonable
attempts to ensure access
considerations are made.
Follow No Strings’ policy on
Harassment

CP
CEO

Data will be stored and saved to a
centralized, regularly backed up
and maintained server/cloud.
Server files are backed up daily
Company files are backed up each
night and set to save in an off-site
location.
Server is backed up to an external
source and taken off site each
week.

CEO

CEO
CP

Teaching
Artists
CP
Board

Information Technology
NS/IT/001

NS/IT/002

NS/IT/003

Company data is
not kept on
centralised
network
MYOB Company
files are not
stored off-site
Company data is
not stored off
site
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Responsibility

Strategies

Risk Status

Control
Adequacy

Risk
Score

Risk
consequences

Risk
likelihood

The Risk –
what can
happen and
how

Reference

Risk Management

External
Funding
NSX/F/001

NSX/F/002

Changes in
funding
agreement
during life of
agreement
Changes to
funding priorities

2

4

6

Adequately
controlled

MEDIUM

1.
2.

3

4

7

Adequately
controlled

MEDIUM

3.

4.

NSX/F/003

Funding
Shortfalls

3

3

6

Adequately
controlled

MEDIUM

5.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Maintain regular meaningful
contact with funding officers
Ensure funding representatives are
invited to all No Strings
performances
Remain aware of decisions or
changes by government and how
they may impact on No Strings
Lobby government to demonstrate
need to maintain support for No
Strings
Diversify funding mix
Look at ways to work with lean
project budget
Identify areas where
project/program can make savings
Examine alternative funding
sources
Examine support of program from
reserves

CEO
Treasurer

CEO
Treasurer

Regulatory Environment
NS/RE/001

NS/RE/002

NS/RE/003

Changes in
regulatory
framework
Failure to
comply with
regulatory
requirements
No internal
systems to
proactively
manage all the
factors that drive
the performance
of the
organisation

3

3

6

Adequately
controlled

MEDIUM

1.

Board to be kept informed of all
regulation changes

CEO

2

4

6

Adequately
controlled

MEDIUM

1.

Staff are to identify with board any
potential compliance issues
All breaches of compliance are
investigated by the board
Organizations activities are
referenced to goals set in the
artistic and business plan
Feedback is regularly sought from
participants
Board support staff in developing
work plans and a timetable for their
implementation is set and reviewed

CEO
Board

Public and
community
perception of the
work of the
company and
work

2

Artistic Director remains aware of
current external performance
works
Performers are given opportunities
to experience work with other
artists and organisations
Participants and supporters are
consulted in the development of
work
All negative comments are
appropriately responded to
Negative commenters are invited
to experience No Strings' work
more closely.
Publicist is employed as required
to guide managing comments

CP

2.
3

3

6

Review
needed

MEDIUM

1.

2.
3.

CP
CEO
Board

Reputation
NS/R/001

3

5

Adequately
controlled

MEDIUM

1.

2.

3.

NS/R/002

Negative
comments from
press or
politicians

2

2

4

Adequately
controlled

LOW

1.
2.

3.
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CP
CEO

Responsibility

Strategies

Risk Status

Control
Adequacy

Risk
Score

Risk
consequences

Risk
likelihood

The Risk –
what can
happen and
how

Reference

Risk Management

External (cont.)
Competition
NS/C/001

Losing
opportunities to
grow

3

4

7

Adequately
controlled

MEDIUM

1.

2.
3.

NS/C/002

Similar
presenters
emerge

2

2

4

Adequately
controlled

LOW

1.

NS/C/003

Unexpected
rapid growth of
company

3

2

5

Adequately
controlled

MEDIUM

2.
1.

Risks from failed
partnership
arrangements

2

2.

Explore the development of new
markets for performers and
organisation
Establish new partnerships in
different sectors
Examine opportunities for
national/international presentation
of work
Identify and promote points of
difference between No Strings and
competitor
Diversify performance products
Growth is managed within guide of
organisational business plan
Short term staff are employed on
contract to support increased work

CP
CEO

CP
CEO

CP
CEO
Board

Partnerships
NS/P/001

2

4

Adequately
controlled

LOW

1.

2.

NS/P/002

Risk of conflict
with project
partners

2

2

4

Adequately
controlled

LOW

1.

3

4

7

MEDIUM

1.

4

4

8

Review
needed
Review
needed

MEDIUM

2.

All partnerships are entered into
only following the establishment of
an MOU/agreement with all parties.
Any concerns with partners are
raised to the board as soon as
concern arises.
Dispute resolution and mediation
are explored as potential ways to
resolve conflict

CEO
Chair

CP
Board

Natural Disasters
NS/ND/001
NS/ND/002

Flood, hail
storms etc
Lacks of a
business
continuity plan

3.

Wet/hot weather policies/
procedures followed
Appropriate insurance cover is
taken out
Clarify who is responsible for
repairing or replacing damaged
hired equipment and venues.
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CEO
CP

Appendix 2 – Key Performance Indicators

Outcome 1: Creating Outstanding Theatre
Develop and present outstanding theatre that provokes, informs and entertains
Strategies

Key Performance Indicators

1

Increase No Strings’ capacity to
produce quality theatre experiences
for artists and audiences

Two (2) new creative developments and/or
remount of existing work/s

2

Enrich the development programs for
our artists

Develop new skills training and education
programs

3

Grow audience attendance

Increased Ticket sales
Media Tix (comp)

4

Lift profile of No Strings in the arts
sector

Deliver on new Marketing plan
Develop international partnerships for
community engagement, collaborations
and/or performance opportunities

Outcome 2: Deliver relevant and effective NDIS services
Provide a vibrant program that builds life skills, independence and employment pathways
Strategies

Key Performance Indicators

1

Enact a targeted NDIS marketing
strategy

Finalise and implement Marketing Plan
developed with/by NATION Creative

2

Grow scope of workshop program
and participation

Increase workshop program by one (1) – to
four (4) weekly programs
Increased total number of workshop
participants

3

Grow number of teaching artists
skilled to work with No Strings
members

Three (3) new teaching artists engaged for
workshops
Four (4) from pool of “reserve” teaching
artists being established

4

Provide “in theatre” experience for
participants

Seventy (70) participants to perform “in
theatre” each year (ReConnect)
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Outcome 3: Partnerships
Build our capacity and our effectiveness by working collaboratively with others
Strategies

Key Performance Indicators

1

Collaborate with theatre makers,
locally, nationally and internationally

One performance season (creative
development or full production) per year

2

Build partnerships with funders,
sponsors, and donors, for innovation
and growth

Meet with three (3) new potential partners

3

Putting an emphasis on strategic
marketing across media

Establish and implement new Marketing
Plan with/by NATION creative
Revisit Plan annually

Outcome 4: Education and Advocacy
Promote a robust and just society to improve inclusion, equity and diversity in the community
Strategies

Key Performance Indicators

1

Build participant skills and
opportunities to thrive in mainstream
arts, both on stage and off

Cert III training

2

Target educational institutions to
increase understanding about
disability

Visit with two (2) schools and/or educational
institutions

3

Ensure that No Strings models
outstanding behaviour involving
inclusion, equity and diversity

All policies and procedures regarding these
areas are up to date

4

Advocate for improvements in policy
development to assist people living
with disability

Develop new resources (fact sheet; info
graphic; etc.)
Meet with two (2) key policy makers
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Outcome 5: Growth and Development
Evolve and achieve sustained success in all facets of organisation, including core, emerging and
exploratory components
Strategies

Key Performance Indicators

1

Manage income and resources to
ensure No Strings can meet growing
infrastructure, operational and artistic
program costs

Operate within budget with up to 5%
variation between actual and estimated
budget performance

2

Increase the diversity and the
governance capacity of the Board

Increase number of Board members by at
least two (2) up to maximum of eleven (11)
Board members

3

Review & revitalise the operational
structure of the Organisation

Review all job descriptions

4

Increase staffing and other
operational resources

Minimum 1:3 staff/participant ratio
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Appendix 3 - Awards and Reviews
Awards
Tom the Loneliest
2010 - Green Room Nominations – Independent Theatre
o Performer (Duncan Luke)
o Designer (Kerry Ireland – lighting)
Trapped – International Collaboration, Vanuatu
2011 - Graham F Smith Peace Trust Award – inaugural winner 2011
Sons & Mothers
2012 - Best in the Fringe Award – Adelaide Critics Circle
- Best Theatre Production Award – BankSA
- inSPACE: Development Award, Adelaide Festival Centre
2014 - Ruby Award – Winner: Community Impact - Under $100k
2015 - Helpmann Award – Nominee: Best Regional Tour 0f 2014

Reviews
Sons & Mothers
“Heart-warming, funny & refreshingly honest. Sons & Mothers invites audiences to leave their views of
disability at the door and instead, through the sheer delight of the Men’s Ensemble, experience what it
is like to be simply human.”
-Louise Pascale, Producer, POP Pictures
“A heart-warming performance dedicated to the women who continue to love and support their sons
through thick and thin.”
-Theatre Review, Glam Adelaide
“… gorgeous, heart-warming, delightful, engaging theatre…(it) will make you feel better about life”
-Stage Whispers
“… eloquent and tender …… another triumph for No Strings Attached.” 5 Stars.
-Ewart Shaw, Advertiser
“It made me giggle and it also clutched at my heart-strings … It's for anyone whose life has been
touched by disability - and anybody who has a mother.”
-Carla Caruso, Link Disability Magazine
“No Strings Attached Theatre of Disability is a contemporary theatre company that creates original
theatre through the unique perspectives of its disabled performers. If you are fortunate to catch a
performance by this fabulous company you will appreciate just what may be achieved when someone
believes in and nurtures the abilities of these performers. These actors reached for the stars and
succeeded!”
-Roger McKenzie, Stage Whispers
“This is a complex and unique theatrical work that is very entertaining and ultimately very moving.
Alirio Zavarce has fashioned an extraordinary work that not only showcases his cast
but is also great theatre.”
-Len Powers, Canberra Critics Circle
“This year No Strings Attached once again draws on the skill and sensitivity of writer/director Alirio
Zavarce to create an exquisite multi-layered work with the Men’s Ensemble. The result of a three year
process that includes the making of a documentary feature film, Sons and Mothers paints unique and
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rich portraits of the relationships between six men with intellectual disabilities and their mothers.
Outstanding Show. 5 stars.”
-Dianne Reid, UK Fringe Reviews
“Sons & Mothers is a well written, honest and absolutely charming performance. It is an inspiring tale
that shows us how obstacles can be overcome with the right support and a fitting tribute to those who
raised us. The performers and director, as well as those behind the scenes, definitely deserved the
standing ovation that greeted them.”
-James Rudd, GlamAdelaide

I Forgot to Remember to Forget
“This is a work that has been gently and delicately brought to life and the result is a deeply touching
and enchanting piece of theatre”
-Shona Benson, Singapore Reviewer
“A fine performance where the disabilities disappear, and a positive message is saved to long term
memory.”
-Brett Partington, FB Review
“With one of the most interesting titles in showbiz, Alirio Zavarce’s production for No Strings Attached
gently raised the roof with its Australian premiere performance at the Space Theatre... It is altogether
beautiful and profound, in a very significant night of theatre from an exceptional company.”
-Samela Harris, Barefoot Review
“A Profound hour of Theatre that is impossible to forget. With No Strings Attached, you see, you get
theatre without borders – they call it the fifth wall, breaking the barriers associated with disability...This
is raw, honest theatre that is thought provoking and heartwarming in equal measure.”
-Peter Burdon, The Advertiser
“This was a wonderful performance that really delved into hearts and minds of so many in a
completely relatable sense of understanding. No Strings have once again delivered a thoughtful,
fantastic and emotional theatre production with a commanding performance by the entire cast. 5
Stars.”
-Catherine Blanch,The Clothesline
“Adelaide’s world renowned No Strings Attached Theatre of Disability once again shows how it is
done. 5 Stars.”
-Tracy Korsten, GlamAdelaide
“This is not only important theatre, it is a privilege to experience. It will be a memory cherished forever
and it has prompted me to make changes to create more...”
-Steve Davis, The Adelaide Show
“I tried to resist the temptation to say that I Forgot to Remember to Forget is an unforgettable
experience. But succumbed. This is an unforgettable show; there are so many layers and stories and
experiences in this truly beautiful, uplifting performance presented by No Strings Theatre of
Disability. Devised by Alirio Zavarce in collaboration with Michaela Cantwell, Kathryn Hall, Kym
Mackenzie, Duncan Luke and Cassie Litchfield this is Verbatim Theatre or “Documentary Theatre” as
Zavarce calls it, and brings to the stage raw energy presented by authentic voices. Zavarce is at the
top of his game in this performance and brings in a light directorial touch which doesn’t preach,
leaving the audience feeling enriched, because they have left the theatre having walked side by side
with people who have faced some considerable challenges and witnessed the dignity and humanity
inherent in their stories.”
-Bob Becker, Hi Fi Way
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